What a mom eats before her baby is born can impact the baby's development. In this experiment, we fed pregnant mice an unhealthy high-fat diet to see the effect on the intestines of the baby mice after they were born. We found that the babies had more of a certain type of immune cell and that their intestines were more easily damaged compared to babies whose moms ate a healthier diet. In the second part of the experiment, we blocked the effects of these unusual immune cells and saw that the intestines of these babies became more resistant to damage, almost like those of baby mice whose moms ate healthy diets. Our research shows how important it is for moms to eat healthy foods when they are pregnant, to keep the newborn baby's gut healthy.
Obesity is a huge problem in the United States, partly because many easily available foods have a lot of fat. Right now, more than half of the women in the United States are overweight or even obese around the age when they can get pregnant [1]. This could be dangerous, since scientists around the world have found that when moms are obese while they are pregnant, their babies have a higher risk of health problems throughout their lifetimes [1–5]. However, scientists do not yet know exactly why this happens. Even though obesity has many causes, an unhealthy, high-fat diet is one of the reasons some people are obese. This makes scientists ask: what changes happen in the baby when the mom eats a lot of fat?

Our hypothesis was that maybe, when moms eat a high fat diet, their babies will have different bacteria that may cause trouble in their intestines. This makes sense because when adults eat a lot of fat, their own gut bacteria change. Scientists believe this is because the fat encourages the growth of certain bacteria that break down the fat and allow the body to absorb more of it, making them gain more weight. With this in mind, we wondered if the bacteria of babies born to mothers on high-fat diets (60% saturated fat) can change, too [6].

Why do the bacteria in the intestines matter? These bacteria can affect the immune cells that can make the gut sensitive to damage and lead to a lot of problems. Even though the role of immune cells is to protect the body, they can also harm the body if they are too active or are activated by certain bacteria, resulting in inflammation [7]. One of the problems resulting from gut inflammation caused by specific bacteria is called necrotizing enterocolitis, which can cause babies born too soon (prematurely) to have to stay in the hospital for an extended period after they are born.

How did we test this idea? The bodies of mice have a lot of similarities with the human body, so we used mice in an experiment. Specifically, we gave some pregnant mice a diet with a lot of fat, and some mice a regular diet, with less fat. Then we looked at the guts of each of their babies to see if there were any differences. First, we looked at the babies’ gut bacteria. Second, we tested their intestinal inflammation by looking to see if they had more cells called type 3 innate lymphoid cells (ILC3 cells). These cells cause inflammation by secreting a molecule that irritates the gut and can make inflammation worse. So if we see a lot of these cells, it indicates that the mice have more gut inflammation.
WHAT HAPPENED TO THE BABIES’ GUT HEALTH?

After the pregnant mice had been on the unhealthy high-fat diet, we looked at their babies’ feces (poop) and found that the bacteria present were very different from those in the poop of the babies born from mice on a regular (healthy) diet (Figure 1).

![Heatmap of bacteria found in the poop of three representative 1-week-old mice whose mothers were either on a high-fat diet (unhealthy) or regular diet (healthy). The colors show the amounts of each bacterium (listed along the bottom), with red being more bacteria and black being less. You can see that the patterns in the unhealthy and healthy groups are quite different. This result showed us that the mom’s high-fat diet could indeed affect the intestinal bacteria of the baby mice.]

We also looked at the immune cells in the babies’ intestines after they were born, and we found that ILC3 cells were increased in babies from moms that ate a high-fat diet (Figure 2). The test we used for this is called flow cytometry, in which we can identify cell types by the characteristic patterns they have on their surfaces. ILC3 cells can produce a molecule called IL-17A, which can hurt the intestine when inflammation is present.

![Studying the numbers of ILC3 cells in the guts of babies born to mothers on the healthy and unhealthy diets showed us that there were more ILC3 cells in the intestines of the babies born from the mothers that ate the unhealthy, high-fat diet. This was statistically significant as shown by the double asterisks. ILC3 cells can produce a molecule called IL-17A, which can irritate the intestine and cause inflammation. This result indicates that ILC3 may be responsible for the inflammation seen in the guts of babies born to mothers on the unhealthy diet.]

**Figure 1**
Heatmap of bacteria found in the poop of three representative 1-week-old mice whose mothers were either on a high-fat diet (unhealthy) or regular diet (healthy). The colors show the amounts of each bacterium (listed along the bottom), with red being more bacteria and black being less. You can see that the patterns in the unhealthy and healthy groups are quite different. This result showed us that the mom’s high-fat diet could indeed affect the intestinal bacteria of the baby mice.

**Figure 2**
Studying the numbers of ILC3 cells in the guts of babies born to mothers on the healthy and unhealthy diets showed us that there were more ILC3 cells in the intestines of the babies born from the mothers that ate the unhealthy, high-fat diet. This was statistically significant as shown by the double asterisks. ILC3 cells can produce a molecule called IL-17A, which can irritate the intestine and cause inflammation. This result indicates that ILC3 may be responsible for the inflammation seen in the guts of babies born to mothers on the unhealthy diet.
Can We Protect the Babies from Intestinal Damage?

At this point, we knew that baby mice from mothers that ate an unhealthy, high-fat diet had a different pattern of gut bacteria and more dangerous ILC3 cells than babies from moms who ate a healthy diet. We wondered if we could protect the inflammation-prone babies from intestinal damage, so we did an experiment to see if we could stop the effect of the ILC3 cells—and it worked (Figure 3)!

To do this, we checked the intestine of the baby mice after they had a substance that could cause inflammation to the intestine.

Flow Cytometry

A technology that uses lasers to analyze single cells based on the molecules on their surfaces.

Figure 3

The intestines of baby mice were examined to see how much inflammation we could induce. This was measured by examining the intestines under a microscope (called histology) and giving the samples a score based on how much injury we saw. The higher the score, the more injury. The mice whose moms ate an unhealthy diet showed a higher score (more injury). When we blocked the effect of the ILC3 cells, the score was reduced (less injury). This told us that the ILC3 were responsible for the detrimental effects. The double asterisk represents statistical significance.

What was interesting was that, when we blocked the effect of the ILC3 cells by neutralizing IL-17A, we found we could save these babies from inflammation. This showed us that the mom’s high-fat diet changed the numbers of ILC3 cells in the babies’ intestines and caused more injury due to a higher production of IL-17A by those cells.

Mom’s Diet Matters!

This research taught us that what mothers eat while they are pregnant can affect their growing babies, even after they are born. Of course, mice are not humans, and this is a limitation of the study. However, mice are mammals, as are humans, and we can learn a lot from studying them. These experiments in mice showed us that the high-fat diet during pregnancy changed the immune cells and bacteria in the guts of the baby mice. Our findings could mean that eating healthy and avoiding high-fat foods when pregnant is very important for humans, too. A healthy diet does include some fat, but not an excessive amount. Eating healthy is all about getting a balance of all the nutrients that we need in our bodies, including vitamins, carbohydrates, proteins, healthy fats, and minerals.
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YOUNG REVIEWERS

ARASI, AGE: 11
Hi! I am Arasi, a 5th grader who always stays on her toes! I love to dance, sing, and play sports. I also like to just sit down and read a good book. If you ask me what my favorite subject is, I will say everything! When I grow up, I want to become a pediatrician so that I can help kids.

leticia, age: 15
I am 15 years old and live in England. I love sciences, reading mystery novels, and playing the piano. I am very passionate about medicine and consider it a potential career. I lived for many years in South America and enjoyed living surrounded by giant volcanoes and discovering exotic animals that helped me develop a passion for the sciences. I am fascinated by the world around me, the human body, and the evolution of species.
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